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Blend Your TV into Your Décor

Make Your TV a Piece of Art

Make Your TV an Amazing Mirror

Improve Your Viewing Experience

Customised Packages Including TV & Installation

We Frame Any New or Existing TV



You’ve finished designing your home or business and everything fits perfectly except for that black box.

If you are style conscious you will eventually find that your television, although high performance and high definition, is a 
distraction from the design of the room and many discerning clients may find that they want something more from their 
television.

There is a solution – a solution that means that the television blends in with the décor and looks good whether the television is 
switched on or off.

What’s the most important factor for someone who has a clear vision for the design of their room? Harmony; anything that 
does not fit with this clear design will always be prominent and out of place, especially the television whose only function is to 
be viewed, and therefore draws the eye immediately.  We have the most elegant and stylish solution.  

At Frame Your TV we have come up with a stylish and impressive solution which converts this functional item into a room 
centrepiece. Combining traditional crafts with modern design and technology, we can turn your TV into a piece of art and 
improve your viewing experience. Guaranteed.

Our completely bespoke frames and solutions are available in a near unlimited range of colours, sizes and finishes to blend 
your TV perfectly with your interior décor. We also offer a range of impressive features such as a special glass screen that 
magically transforms your TV screen into a feature mirror, or a painting which, at the touch of a button covers your TV screen 
with your favourite work of art when not in use.

To ensure that you get the very best solution for your home or business, our service starts with a design consultation. One of 
our experienced advisers will talk you through all of the options available, and help you choose the options which will best 
enhance your living space. Every product is created to exact specification by our own craftsmen, and we offer a full mounting 
and installation service to complete the project.

This brochure is designed to introduce you to some of the possibilities available with Frame Your TV. 

To find out more, contact one of our advisers, visit our showroom or visit one of our nation-wide retailers.
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3 CONTEMPORARY TV FRAMES

Our range of Standard frames is anything but ordinary - choose from our extensive Basic, Medium and Premium ranges.  With a 
large selection of frame designs available, there are options to match any interior.  

Basic Contemporary Frames Range

Medium Contemporary Frames Range

To see our full Standard Collection go to www.frameyourtv.co.uk/tv-framing-options/standard-tv-frames/

  Las Vegas Silver Brown       Soho Black Gold           Soho Black

         Mexican White         Mexican Black

   Soho Black Silver

           Rome Ivory             Rome Black

          Malaga White           Malaga Black

  New York Black Orange  New York Bronze Black    New York Silver Black   New York Gold Black

      Manhattan Black      Square Basic White
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Contact us on 0208 9545213 or email enquiries@frameyourtv.co.uk

        Monaco Bronze           Monaco Gold           Monaco Silver

   Venice Gold Brown            Parma Grey       Parma Rusty Grey

          Parma White

Premium Contemporary Frames Range

           Senelar Silver

   Sevilla White Silver Slim

     Senelar Ivory Gold           Senelar Gold

     Sevilla White Silver

         Goldrust Gold

     Prague Grey Silver     Prague Brown Gold

 From simple and modern to subtle patterns, all of these frames are manufactured to our usual high standards.

Medium Contemporary Frames Range

         Venice Silver



5 CONTEMPORARY TV FRAMES

For more information go to www.frameyourtv.co.uk/tv-framing-options/standard-tv-frames/

  Orion Wallpaper White Flower  Orion Wallpaper Gold Orion Wallpaper SilverOrion Wallpaper Brown Flower

             Everest Black      Everest Light Gold             Everest Gold             Everest Silver

          Mantilla Silver

   Orion Light Mustard        Orion Light Grey    Orion Brown Sparkle            Orion Brown

         Mantilla Gold       Mantilla Brown        Mantilla Cream

Premium Contemporary Frames Range
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Contact us on 0208 9545213 or email enquiries@frameyourtv.co.uk



7 BESPOKE HARDWOOD TV FRAMES

Every Bespoke TV Frame is created by hand to perfectly complement your interior with your own unique choice of shape, wood, 
colour and finish. All our frames are made from premium hardwoods and finished in our own UK workshops to the highest quality.
These pages feature just a small sample of the frames which we can create for customers. We recommend an interview with one of 
our design consultants to find the options which will best enhance your own interior or business premises.

The perfect solution for restaurants and 
social spaces

A great way to blend TV sets into 
commercial interiors and office spaces

The Flatenium - The ‘Flatenium’ is a very beautiful frame for those 
who want a simple yet effective frame to blend neatly into the room’s 
decoration with subtle class. The frame has been crafted in such a way 
that when looking at the frame from the front you only see the face of 
the frame, giving the product a smooth and flawless appeal. We took 
inspiration from the simplicity of a basic frame and then transformed it 
into something much more appealing.

La Classico - A beautifully crafted frame with a round face and steps 
going inside with a special depth design. This is what makes this frame 
‘La Classico’. For those who fancy a frame that is round with a look 
somewhat conservative and modern or you find that this frame just 
fits the style and theme of your property.

For more information go to www.frameyourtv.co.uk/tv-framing-options/hardwood-tv-frames/
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Improves the viewing area surrounding your 
screen for a better viewing experience

Create a focal point for any room or seamlessly 
complement your interior design  

- the choice is yours

3Dtional - Inspired by the first TV devices that were created this frame 
gives a sophisticated yet clever look. Using special line grooves and 
steps the ‘3Dtional’ frame is beautifully crafted giving a stunning effect 
when constructed around your TV and integrated into your home.

The Modernisation - The Modernisation is a frame influenced by the 
new 20th century frame designs which include curved and straight 
lines blended together. This frame gives an extraordinary look when 
built around a flat screen TV, comprising of a curved bottom and a 
sloping flat top.  A frame that fits well with contemporary designs, and 
for those who are looking for something a bit unique to compliment 
their other furniture.

Contact us on 0208 9545213 or email enquiries@frameyourtv.co.uk



9 OUR EXCLUSIVE RANGE OF BESPOKE ORNATE TV-FRAMES

Ornate TV frames offer a stunning addition to any classical interior.  These frames are inspired by some of the finest classical 
designs from around the world.  Made to seamless museum quality, each frame in this premium selection is hand carved using 
traditional techniques and can also be gilded in 24k gold leaf or white gold leaf. As they are made to order, every frame offers a 
variety of custom gilding and depth options.

As well as offering these styles of frames in  
gold, silver, black, white and cream, we can  
also paint your frame any colour to suit your 
décor perfectly. 

Contact us to discuss any custom colours and 
finishes you may require.

Silver Leaf Finish 24K Gold Leaf Finish White Gold Leaf Finish

For more information go to www.frameyourtv.co.uk/tv-framing-options/ornate-tv-frames/

                Surrey

               Veneer               Exquisite

               Regency

               Flemish

             Barbican

              Patterna

         Double Swept                 Carlo

              Kingston
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Contact us on 0208 9545213 or email enquiries@frameyourtv.co.uk

Patterna Gold Leaf 

Surrey Gold  

Regency Gold  

Bespoke Ornate

Barbican Gold 

Veneer
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For more information go to www.frameyourtv.co.uk/tv-framing-options/leather-and-fabric-tv-frames/

LEATHER & FABRIC TV FRAMES

Our frames are not only available with a wooden finish. We 
can wrap frames in many kinds of fabric including our popular 
leather options. With the addition of an inner fabric between 
the frame and screen, this softer appearance helps any 
television blend seamlessly with the interior décor. 

The addition of fabric also enhances the whole viewing 
experience. By creating a consistent colour and texture around 
the edge of your screen, the eye is free from distraction and 
reflection - giving you the full impact of the screen at any 
distance.

From our wide range of options, we can create the right 
colour, depth and style for any television and interior. All our 
leather and fabric frames are hand-finished to ensure the 
finest quality and to make every TV frame truly unique.



12                              MIRRORED TV FRAMES

Frame Your TV produces Bespoke Mirrored Glass Frames made to size.
We are the only company in the UK that will produce a precise made to measure bespoke mirror frame. No matter what size 
you want the mirror frame we will create it. Enhance your interior with Bevelled or Non-bevelled Mirrored Frames.
Created from scratch from mirrored glass with a simplistic bevelled frame, Frame Your TV offers a muted design for modern 
living, dining or living room areas. Timelessly stylish, it provides a generous viewing pane to check your appearance and reflect 
the beauty and harmony of your existing interior surroundings. Use this luxury wall mirror to add glamour to home decor 
settings or to encourage a feeling of depth and dimension in dimly lit design schemes.

Contact us on 0208 9545213 or email enquiries@frameyourtv.co.uk



13 LUXURY & CUSTOM TV FRAMES

For more information go to www.frameyourtv.co.uk/tv-framing-options/luxury-tv-frames/

In the rare instance that you can’t find a frame that would perfectly meet your requirements, and you have your own vision of the 
frame you need, then talk to us. Our skilled craftsmen are able to create your ideal bespoke solution. So, please, don’t hesitate to 
give us a call, we will be happy to turn your idea into reality. See a few examples here.

Bespoke 3DI TV Mirror Frame Bespoke Modernisation Leather Wrap TV Mirror Frame 

1.7 x .1.5m Overmantle TV Mirror Frame With a 55”  TV 



14LUXURY & CUSTOM TV FRAMES

Contact us on 0208 9545213 or email enquiries@frameyourtv.co.uk

1.5 x 1.6m Curved Overmantle TV Mirror Frame 

 1.8 x 1.5m  Bespoke White TV Mirror Frame With Soundbar Incorporated and 75” TV

55”  Antiqued Mirror TV Mirror Frame 



15 MOVING ARTWORK

       TV is concealed behind your choice of artwork                                     TV is revealed for viewing at the touch of a button

There isn’t a need to choose between art and television 
anymore.

With our moving artwork, your choice of painting can 
become the centrepiece of any room. When you want 
to watch the television, press a button and the canvas 
smoothly rolls back to reveal your flat-screen. 

You can supply your own artwork in digital format or we 
can create a high resolution photograph of your favourite 
work to incorporate into the frame.

Each painting is created from a professional gicleé print 
applied to a special canvas designed for continuous 
movement. The operation is powered by an ultra-silent 
drive mechanism.

Moving artwork can be incorporated into any of our 
bespoke frames and our design advisers will be able to 
help you select both your artwork, and the frame which 
will bring your love of art and technology together.

For inspiration, our website has a selection of popular art 
prints to use with our Moving Artwork frames.

We can also use any photograph or art image you  
would like. If you prefer to have an oil on canvas painting, 
then we can get any image you want painted by an artist 
and incorporated into your choice of frame.

For more examples on the artwork options available, visit 
our website: 
www.frameyourtv.co.uk/framing-options/moving-artwork/ 

For more information go to www.frameyourtv.co.uk/tv-framing-options/luxury-tv-frames/



16TV MIRRORS

     Your TV is elegantly framed while watching                 Transforms into a flawless mirror when not in use

TV mirrors are the amazing new development from Frame 
Your TV.  As modern flat-screen TVs become larger and more 
central to a room, the large black rectangle of a powered-off 
television can detract from your carefully designed interior. 

A TV Mirror can solve this problem and can transform your TV 
into an elegant feature mirror at the push of a button.

Using advanced beam splitter mirror technology, a clear 
image appears within the mirror when the TV is turned on. 
Turn your TV off and it instantly transforms into a flawless 
decorative mirror. 

TV mirrors are available with any of the  
framing options listed in this catalogue. 

Our TV Mirrors can add instant elegance to any room.

The technology is especially popular with bars & restaurants 
who wish to disguise the TV when not in use for sporting 
events.

It is also a favourite addition for those with traditional 
or classically designed interiors who prefer to keep their 
technology hidden from the eye. 

Contact us on 0208 9545213 or email enquiries@frameyourtv.co.uk
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TV Off TV On

Bespoke Kitchen Mirror TV

BESPOKE KITCHEN MIRROR TV

With our Kitchen splash-back you can seamlessly integrate a TV within your kitchen. This saves you space and creates that WOW 
factor for the kitchen you are designing. You can choose from a variety of different TV Mirror Glass Shades. We offer bespoke 
design and installation using glass that is heat resistant if above a heat source. 

 For more details and specs discussion, don’t hesitate to get in touch with us.

For more information go to www.frameyourtv.co.uk/bespoke-mirror-tv/kitchen-splashback-mirror-tv/



18BESPOKE BATHROOM MIRROR TV

Bespoke Bathroom Mirror TV

Add sophistication and elegance to your bathroom in a matter of only minutes. An ultra thin TV is built directly into the custom 
sized TV mirror, so you would never guess there is a TV hidden behind it until it is turned on and the television magically appears. 
We are able to work with you on your project and manufacture nearly any size, from small mirrors to entire walls. For bespoke 
projects or consultation contact us.

Contact us on 0208 9545213 or email enquiries@frameyourtv.co.uk

TV Off TV On



19 BESPOKE FIREPLACE TV MIRROR 

Full Dielectric Mirror Fireplace with 65 inch TV

     Bespoke Fireplace Mirror TV

55 inch Vanity Glass Fireplace

Frame Your TV offers bespoke solutions to cover a fireplace and incorporate a TV within a special Dielectric Mirror Glass. We can 
offer bespoke design and installation using glass that is heat resistant. When off the TV will disappear within the Mirror Glass, 
creating a stunning and elegant design. For more details, just get in touch with us.

www.frameyourtv.co.uk/bespoke-mirror-tv/fireplace-mirror-tv/



20GYM TV MIRROR

In every gym there are mirrors and there are TVs. It makes perfect sense to combine the two together to create a seamless 
design. 
Frame Your TV offers a bespoke solution to incorporate TVs within special dielectric TV Mirror glass or a combination of regular 
mirror glass and TV Mirror glass. All our Bespoke gym TV Mirrors are done in house, from start to finish. We offer onsite visits 
and installation, if required. 

Just get in touch with us to find out more. 

www.frameyourtv.co.uk/bespoke-mirror-tv/gym-mirror-tv/



21 FRAMELESS MIRROR TV 

If you are after a minimalistic look without a frame, we can create this for you in whatever size and shape you desire. 
Choose from a wide variety of different glass types to suit any environment. Perfect for a blend of modern and traditional      
settings in commercial or residential locations. All frameless mirrors have unique bracket systems allowing easy installation and 
access. 

Get in touch with us to find out more.

For more information go to www.frameyourtv.co.uk/bespoke-mirror-tv/



22FRAMELESS MIRROR TV 

Contact us on 0208 9545213 or email enquiries@frameyourtv.co.uk
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                  Contact us on 0208 9545213 or email enquiries@frameyourtv.co.uk

INTERACTIVE MIRROR

Frame your TV are proud to be a market leader working in 
collaboration with our high profile customers, developing 
solutions that have put us at the fore front in the market 
of bespoke interactive mirror TVs. Our interactive mirrors 
include touch functionality through glass and special 
software. To date we are considered the market pioneers.  
For any enquiries please get in touch with us.

Touch Mirror



24PRINTED GLASS 

There are multiple solutions to incorporate a TV into the décor of a room. Go for a more modern look with this printed glass 
solution.
Using new glass cutting techniques, Frame Your TV has opened a new niche in the TV solutions with the possibility of creating 
your own custom shapes and designs in printed glass.
You can choose from an array of designs or let us know what you have in mind and we will help you design a printed glass   
solution for your TV.

     Printed Marble Glass

Contact us on 0208 9545213 or email enquiries@frameyourtv.co.uk                  Contact us on 0208 9545213 or email enquiries@frameyourtv.co.uk



25 GLASS TYPES

The Bronze Dielectric TV Mirror Glass produces a Warm look. It has an effect of 
a tinted mirror adding a bit of warmth. Widely used for Kitchen Splashbacks 
and Frameless mirrors. Mostly incorporated with Ornate Frames when the TV 
is smaller than the Glass. When turned off the TV disappears completely.

The Grey Dielectric TV Mirror Glass produces a tinted modern look. It has an 
effect of a smoky mirror. Widely used for Kitchen Splashbacks and Frameless 
mirrors. Incorporates with Modern style frames mostly when the TV is smaller 
than the Mirror Glass. When turned off the TV disappears completely.

High Reflective Mirror Glass is the most popular type of mirror to incorporate 
within frames. This is best used when the TV and frame that you choose are 
the same size, giving you a better REAL mirror effect.

When there is a lot of natural light in the room the Beam Splitter produces 
less glare than the High Reflective TV Mirror Glass.

Due to its high reflective properties, it is mostly used in bathrooms and Gym 
Walls for applications where the TV is smaller than the mirror. When turned 
off the TV disappears completely.

Most suitable in situations where a small TV up to 32” is required and you 
want a normal mirror. 
Screen area has a slight different mirror shade than the rest of the glass.
Suitable for bathrooms, elevators, beauty salons, gyms, public restrooms 
and retail shops. 

Bronze Dielectric TV Mirror Glass

Grey Dielectric TV MIrror Glass

High Reflective TV Mirror Glass 

Beam Splitter Dielectric TV Mirror Glass

Vanity Dielectric TV Mirror Glass

Silver Mirror with High Reflective Dielectric TV Mirror Glass

For more information go to www.frameyourtv.co.uk/mounts-and-installations/For more information go to www.frameyourtv.co.uk/tv-mirror-glass/



26TV MOUNTS & INSTALLATIONS 

Our team of professional audio and video installers can ensure that both your TV and Frame are mounted correctly for viewing. 
Whether it is a single installation, multiple televisions, or cinema rooms with fully integrated home automated control system 
and any bespoke installations you may require, we ensure the highest quality installation at a time convenient for you. 

For our full range of options please visit www.FrameYourTV.co.uk/mounts-and-installations

To complement the stylish appearance of our bespoke Frames we sell a selection of TV wall mounts.

Electric Advance and Drop

Electric TV Swivel Mount

Horizontal TV Lift

Table Top TV Rotator

Control Options: RS232 / Contact Closure / IR
Depth From Wall: 140mm (5.5”)

A dedicated Electric TV Mount, the PSE90 offers 
full rotation up to 90 degrees in one direction 
for larger flat screen TVs.

Control Options: RS232 / Contact Closure / IR
Decibel Rating: 59dB
Max Weight: 45kg (99lbs)

Control Options: RS232 / Contact Closure / IR
Decibel Rating: 44Db
Max Rotation: Up to 180° Both Ways

For more information go to www.frameyourtv.co.uk/mounts-and-installations/



27 TV MOUNTS & INSTALLATIONS

WE HAVE DIFFERENT SOLUTION BRACKETS FOR DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS, 
FOR MORE MOUNTING OPTIONS AND ADVICE PLEASE CONTACT US ON 0208 954 5213

Cantilever TV Bracket

Standard Floor Mount

Slim Wall Bracket

PFW6850 Display Wall Mount

Ceiling Mount

PFW6851 Display Wall Mount

Recommended for up to 55 inch TVs
Maximum TV weight of 50kg
Supports up to VESA 400 x 400
12 vertical tilt

Mount – Satin Black Paint – RAL 9005
Pole – Brushed Stainless Steel
Base – Spun Stainless Steel
Height From Floor: 800mm (31.49 inch)

Distance From Wall: 2.5cm Super slim line flat 
bracket – large Supports up to 50kg Slim / Flat 
bracket Ultra-Slim fitting 14 ° tilt. 

The PFW 6850 is an ultra slim wall mount 
for displays up to 45kg / 100 lbs.

The TV Ceiling Mount is a bespoke cut to 
order stainless steel pole mount that com-
bines both tilt and swivel functionality.

The PFW 6851 is a swingout mount for 
displays up to 80 kg / 175 lbs.

For more information go to www.frameyourtv.co.uk/mounts-and-installations/



28TESTIMONIALS

“Frame Your TV gave Hamiliton 
Bradshaw outstanding service in 
designing, manufacturing and  
fitting bespoke frames for all the 
screens across our offices.  
We would highly recommend them.”

James Caan, Hamilton Bradshaw

“Creating the right environment 
is essential to our staff training 
requirements. The bespoke 
frames Frame Your TV provided 
were the perfect solution for 
making our TV screens part of 
the interior design.”

“Now the TV looks part of the Décor in our new Bar 
and Restaurant. Thank you Frame Your TV for a job 
well done!”

“Thank you Frame Your TV for an amazing product 
and service! When I get more TV`s I will definitely 
frame them. ”

Thistle Hotel Euston

Steven Frayne
@Dynamomagician

For more information go to www.frameyourtv.co.uk/our-testimonials/
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“The framed TVs harmonise perfectly  
with the décor of our hotels, creating a  
co-ordinated and  
welcoming  
environment for  
our customers.”

“We were delighted with both the unique product 
and service quality supplied by Frame Your TV.  The TV 
frames vastly improved the visual interest of our display 
and we hope to include them as a permanent part of 
future Yahoo exhibitions.”

GOK•WAN

“FrameYourTV is a dependable, customer oriented 
company that provides excellent quality and service. 
As a fashion Consultant, I’m always on the lookout for 
design concepts and ideas. FrameYourTV products 
have been a reliable source for my home décor 
creativity. My clients are amazed with the aesthetic 
design and concept of my new TV Mirror Frame.”

TESTIMONIALS

For more information go to www.frameyourtv.co.uk/our-testimonials/
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Contact us on 0208 9545213 or email enquiries@frameyourtv.co.uk

TESTIMONIALS

“We bought Pale Hall in Snowdonia in Wales in 
September 2015 and refurbished it to run as a 5* 
country house hotel. This is a beautiful Victorian 
mansion filled with antique furniture and we felt it 
was wrong to have an ugly modern TV in the rooms 
so we commissioned FrameYourTV to make 20 
bespoke mirrors which fit the décor completely and 
disguise the TVs in the bedrooms and library. We get 
much praise from guests for these installations both 
for their innovation and style.”

“Its Lucy from ‘60-Minute Makeover’, it was lovely to speak to you just now about your company ‘Frame Your TV’ and 
thank you again for designing and supplying your product for the first programme of the series - we are very excited to 
feature it, as is the designer.”

Anna Ryder-Richardson.

“Working with Frame Your TV on our Westfield Mirror was 
a really great experience. On the day of our event, Frame 
Your TV had technological support on standby, and 
were extremely professional throughout. Their product 
was really well received and generated significant press 
coverage for our client, Westfield.”

Alan Harper , Pale Hall Hotel



31 GALLERY

For more information go to www.frameyourtv.co.uk/gallery/

Want to see the difference our bespoke solutions can make to an interior? Our previous work has included everything from single 
frames for stylish interiors to a large number of mirror frames for shops, restaurants, offices and hotels. Each product has been 
individually made to exact specification, and fitted by our own quality installers to ensure the very highest quality.

TV Off TV On
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Contact us on 0208 9545213 or email enquiries@frameyourtv.co.uk
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For more information go to www.frameyourtv.co.uk/gallery/
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Contact us on 0208 9545213 or email enquiries@frameyourtv.co.uk
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For more information go to www.frameyourtv.co.uk/gallery/



36CONTACT INFORMATION

Nationwide
Service.

Contact us for 
International

Sales

Our website www.FrameYourTV.co.uk has information on all of our products and a full price list.

Our sales team are always available on the phone to help you with your order and provide detail pricing information. 
Just call us on 0208 954 5213.

Visit our showroom:  Unit 4, Stirling Industrial Estate, Stirling Way, Borehamwood, WD6 2BT - Call us to make an appointment

0208 954 5213
Call Now on: Email us your query:

enquiries@frameyourtv.co.uk
Visit our website:

www.FrameYourTV.co.uk

We offer a nationwide service, with a range of retail outlets across the country showing the different styles and 
finishes available for your bespoke frame. Contact us to find your nearest showroom.

For larger orders and commercial premises, we can also arrange an on-site consultation service. Just contact us with 
details or your project.

Professional Services to Designers & Architects
Frame Your TV can work in partnership with you to deliver great solutions for your clients. Our bespoke solutions can be created 
for any home or commercial setting and are supported by our full onsite fitting service.

Our design advisers are happy to help you select the best options for any project - whether a single room or an entire building. 
We can provide samples to help you demonstrate to your clients the difference a bespoke TV mirror, TV art or any other bespoke 
solution hiding a TV can make. To discuss how Frame Your TV may be able to benefit you and your business, please contact us.

Contact us on 0208 9545213 or email enquiries@frameyourtv.co.uk



0208 954 5213

Visit our Showroom: Unit 4, Stirling Industrial Estate, Stirling Way, Borehamwood, WD6 2BT

enquiries@frameyourtv.co.uk

www.FrameYourTV.co.uk




